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Abst rac t - -The  objective of the present work is to study the solution of quaternion block quasi- 
tridiagonal systems. Kershaw and Rdzsa and Romani have proposed a method for calculating matrix 
inverses using second kind Chebyshev polynomials. This method has been generalized later to block 
tridiagonal matrices with quaternionic entries by Costa and Ser6dio. In the present work, we make 
use of this method to solve block quasi-tridiagonal systems of the same kind. The computational 
effort to obtain the solution is evaluated, and future more efficient strategies are proposed. (~ 2005 
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Some authors, mainly Chinese mathematicians (e.g., [1]), have already developed and published 
work on quaternionic systems, in the scalar case. Keeping in the scalar, the work on linear 
quaternionic systems has to be considered under two aspects: as an algebraic problem and as 
a control theory problem. Concerning the algebraic aspect, we mention that, for example, the 
eigenvalue problem--mainly the left eigenvalue case--poses yet a lot of theoretical difficulties. 
With respect o control theory, theoretical and practical aspects are yet in a stage where much 
work is needed. In the scalar quaternionic context, the referred results have a practical application 
in dynamic systems (e.g., [2]) and in quantum echanics (e.g., [3]). However, in the block case, 
as far as we know, the present work constitutes a very first experience for which we did not find 
any practical application yet. 
We summarize the content of this paper. A well-known method for solving a system of linear 
equations is the one that makes use of the inverse of the matrix system. Following [4-7], this 
method has been adapted by [8] to a particular case of systems whose system matrix is quaternion 
block tridiagonal, with blocks that allow the use of Chebyshev polynomials with quaternionic 
matrix argument. This is briefly recalled in Section 2. Section 3 is dedicated to the study 
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of quaternion block quasi-tridiagonal systems. Our aim is to use the research previously done 
about quaternion block tridiagonal systems to reduce the numerical work needed for solving the 
quaternion block quasi-tridiagonal case. In Section 4 the performance of the numerical algorithm 
is illustrated by an example, and a discussion of the feasibility of the method being used in 
practical applications follows. 
2. QUATERNION BLOCK TR ID IAGONAL SYSTEMS 
Consider the linear system .AX = B, in the special case where ¢4 is a block tridiagonal matrix, of 
order m, of the form .4 = d iag( - I ,  A, - I ) ,  where I is the identity matrix of order p, A E Mp,p(H), 
with 
H = {a+bi+c j  +dk : a,b,c,d E R and i 2 = j2 = k 2 = -1  and i jk = -1} .  
In spite of the matrix ,4 being quaternionic, in our case the entries of ,4 commute into pairs. 
In [8], this quaternion block tridiagonal system has been solved using two direct methods. 
Concerning our purposes, we make use [4-7] of the following. 
METHOD. The system is solved by calculating the inverse of the system matrix, that is the system 
solution is given by X = A-1B, where each block of .4 -1 is obtained in the following manner: 
.a~; 1) = v=lv~_wm_j ,  1 < i < j < m, (1) 
= A;7  , (2) 
where Urn, m E N denotes the mth-order second-kind Chebyshev polynomials, with matrix argu- 
ment (1/2)A [8]. 
3. EXTENSION TO QUATERNION 
BLOCK QUASI -TR ID IAGONAL SYSTEMS 
Consider the quaternion block quasi-tridiagonal system 
TAY = D (3) 
with Y, D c Mm+I,I(H), where each block entry of Y and D is of order p. 
The system matrix TA E Mm,rn(H) has the following block form: 
P 
0 
TA= A ! 0 ' (4) 
- I  
P 0 ... 0 - I  A 
where P denotes either the matrix - I  or a power of the quaternion matrix A, and ~4 has been 
defined in Section 2. 
The solution of system (3) is given by Y = T~ID. 
To invert q'A, we chose a method which allows us to use the process of inverting a quaternionic 
block tridiagonal matrix described in Section 2. Such a method consists into a classical parti- 
tioning in four blocks following by a recurring procedure [9]. Therefore, to apply the method, 
first we use a shorter notation to represent matrix TA indicated in (4), that is 
Q A ' (5) 
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The inverse of matrix T.a has the same block partition as matrix T.4 
] T~I := M N ' (8) 
where 
W := ,4-1QT = [,4~-~1)p __  ,4(--1)1,rn 
K :=A -1 -WM,  
N := (A - QW) -1, 
M := -NQ,4  -1, 
L := -WN.  
,4(2~11) p _ ,4(--1) , 2,m 
. . .  ,4(-1)p _ ,4(--1) 1T 
rn ,1  m,m J , 
Notice that the inverse of a large matrix (TA) is obtained by inverting only two small ones 
(U~ 1 and A - QW). The inverse of quaternionic matrices can be calculated using the method 
described in [8,10]. 
4. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In this section we propose an algorithm, present a numerical example, and comment on the 
efficiency of the algorithm. 
4.1. A lgor i thm 
Following Sections 2 and 3, we describe next the algorithm used to calculate matrices ,4 -1 
and T~ 1. We assume that all matrices given are of appropriate size, and fulfill the conditions 
defined before. 
Require: TA is block quasi-tridiagonal matrix 
,4 = d iag( - I ,  A, - I )  i s  of order m 
1. Ca lcu late  ` 4-1 
(Calculation of the Chebyshev polynomials} 
Uo = I 
UI = A 
for i=2  to m do 
Ui = AUi-1 - Ui-2 
end for 
Calculate Um I (see [10]) 
fo r  i= l  to m/2 do 
.A~71) = UZ: U~_ I U,,,_~ 
n- - ( i -1 ) ,n - - ( i -1 )  
for j= i+ l  to n- - i  do 
,4~;1) ---- U~nIUi_lUm_j 
A( -  1) ~. ` 4~71) 
n--(j--1),n--(i--1) 
= 47 
4(--1) ~-- ,4~.~- 1) 
n-(i-t),n-(#-l) 
end for 
j , - - j+ l  
,4~21) = u~lui_~u._ j  
= -(j-D,n-(i-1) 
,4~;1) __ ,4~71) 
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if N is odd then 
i *-- n+l  
2 
j +.._ n+l  
2 
4!  1) : V~_nlUi_ lVrn_]  ~3 
end if 
end for 
2.  W ¢-- ` 4 -1Q T 
3. K ,-- ` 4 -1 -  WM 
4. N *-- (A -  QW)  -1 (see 
5. M ~-- -NQ`4  -1 
6. L ,-- -WN 
[ io ]  ) 
4.2. Numer ica l  Example  
Given 
A= [a-2i+  i-4j-3q 
7 - 6j 5i - 4k ] 
the matrix ,4 -1 is calculated using the Kershaw and RSzsa and Romani method [4-8]. We obtain 
Uo = I ,  
UI = A, 
U2 = A 2 -- I, 
Ua = A (A 2 - 2A) ,  
Um= AUm_ I - Urn-2, 
with U,~ = U,r,((1/2)A) 
,~ ;1)  = UmIU i_ lUm_ j ,  
,A~71) __-- ,A~71) , 
,A~; 1) A (-1) 
= v-Ln_(j_l)n_(i_1), 
l< i< j<m,  
In particular, for the given matrix A and m = 3, we have 
A2/A- I A I ] 
----[ ] AS A , ,4 -1 I ® (A 3 -- 2A) -1 
A A 2 - I 
[-343 + 222i - 143j - 146k -191 + 30i + 185j + 374k ] 
U3 --- [ -529  - 2i + 287j - 459k -437 - 4001-149 j  + 399k J ' 
64373 508475 8512 256745 --86212 -49715 . -25024 . -42741 k 
~ q  i '+  k 
25168452 + ~ 3  25168452 6292113 25168452 '~ 3 8380484 
[]31 = / 90811 164549 --288229 --60459. --31124 --63655 i 7014 98237 k 
L 25168452 + i - - j  k 25168452 12584226 8489484 6292113 8389484 + ~ 3  + 8389484 
Finally, due to the symmetry with respect to both diagonals exhibited by A - I ,  it can be schemat- 
ically written as 
`4-1 [`4r: `4r ' ` 4r ] =[**  `4;~ • , 
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where 
-1677917 -4018225. -326153_ 2308385 1623167 +40819 .+320305 .+1531567, 
z ~  325168452 k - -  _ _  z - -  3 ~: 25168452 5168452 12584226 25168452 4194742 25168452 
-2323429 -1404707. +1628843 .+754347 k 366535 +563485. -244607 . 595857 , 
2 3 ~ - - ~ - - 3  - t o  
25168452 5168452 6292113 8389484 4194742 25168452 12584226 8389484 
-6925 +223 . +4697 .+1363, 2921 -2951 . +497 . -6011 , "] 
90534 45267 181068 60356 181068 181068 60356 181068 
! 
749 +601 . -1403 .+3843. -6337 +325. +4739 . -1993, | ' 
45267 90534 181068 60356 18106860356'1810683181068~:J 
--25024 --42741 " 64373 - - z - -3+508475 +8512 .__~+256745. --86212 -49715 i - j  k
8389484 25168452 097371 25168453 6292113 25168452 6292113 8389484 
90811 +164549 -288229 -60459 -31124 -63655 . +7014 . +98237. ' - - i - - j - - k  
• 25168452 25168452 12584226 8389484 6292113 8 89484~2097371J8389484/c~ ~ 
--5341 --12625.--1979 .--1230 +3479 --16 .+6553 .+2524.] 
A~ = 90534 ~ ~9--~7~--~5~ k z0 - -~45- -~ '00- -~45- -~ ~ . 
--2677 --1487.+7121 .+1248, 7463 +670.--1457.--895, | 
30178 30178 30178 15089 90534 5267 90534 15089 J 
4.3. Comments  on  the  Ef f ic iency 
The efficiency of the algorithm depends on the algorithms used to perform the matrix product 
and to calculate the inverse. The matrix product is a very rich problem from a computational 
point of view. The order of complexity of these algorithms depends on the different ways the 
matrix can be organized, and if a matrix has got a structure, it is usually possible to explore 
it [11,12]. The upper bound for the complexity order of matrix product is O(n 3) (or O(n 2"81) 
for Strassen algorithms [12,13]), and is kept for the product of complex or quaternionic matrices. 
Moreover, when a matrix inverse is encountered in a formula, one must think in terms of solving 
equations rather than in terms of explicit inverse formation [12], and consequently, the problem 
reduces to the one of matrix product. 
We highlight the fact that matrix A -1 exhibits symmetry with respect to both main and 
secondary diagonals, which reduces the off-diagonal elements to be calculated to a 1/4, and the 
diagonal elements to 1/2. The total number of arithmetic operations required to compute each 
element of ,4 -1 is O(n6). 
The described example, and also when matrix ,4 has order 10, and 20, have been run on 
a Pentium 4, CPU 1.60GHz with MATHEMATICA 2.2, Package Quaterni [14]. The execution 
time required to compute [/3, U10, [/20, and [/3 1 are, respectively, 0.01sec, 0.01sec, 0.06sec, 
and 7.1 sec. To calculate each block of the matrix ,4-1, it needs 0.01 sec, and to calculate each 
block of T~ 1, with m = 3, takes less than 0.01sec. The obtained execution times can be 
considered quite good for not very large problems. No best methods have been found by us to 
compete. 
5.  REMARKS 
The block tridiagonal and quasi-tridiagonal systems have great practical importance [15], 
namely in the fields of robotics, and since the matrices which arise in the practice usually have 
a block structure, very efficient algorithms can be found for the product of matrix. Pan in [16] 
discusses matrix multiplication speedup, and vector parallel architecture is suggested in [11,12] to 
improve algorithm performance. For instance, in [17] is presented an algorithm which uses 60~0 
of the time needed to compute with a conventional algorithm. However, counting operations is 
just one side of the question. The efficiency of the matrix multiplication algorithms is much more 
dependent on communication memory traffic overheads, and a more accurate fficiency measure 
might involve, for instance, looking at the length of the operands [12]. 
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Moreover, whether some large-scale matrices arise from practical applications, and since the 
computation of the described algorithm only requires computational kernels such as matrix prod- 
ucts and matrix inversions, parallel processing can be the solution. It is our intention to implement 
a parallel version of this problem using prebuild routines from Scalapack [18-20]. Scalapack is 
a public domain library for MIMD (multiple instruction multiple data) computers which pro- 
vides scalable parallel distributed subroutines for many matrix algebra kernels available in La- 
pack [21,22]. The problem will be launched in a distributed architecture of eight clusters, where 
PVM is used to simulate the virtual parallel machine [23]. 
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